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INTRODUCTION

The Shuttle LaserAltimcter (SLA) is a small, secondary Shuttle payload that was complctcd in
June 1995 and is now bcing integrated for a first flight as part of the STS-72 Mission in January
1996. The primary payload for STS-72 is the retrieval of the Japanesc Space Flyer Unit (SFU).
After SFU retrieval thc Shuttle Endcavor will dcscend to a 305 km orbit for the remainder of thc
mission during which thcrc are plans for 104 hours of SLA opcrations. The SLA Instrument was
developed at the GSFC by a small team of engincers and technicians from a mixture of space
flight spare parts and assemblies, an airborne optical system, and commercial electronics. Thc
Hitchhiker Carrier was uscd for its standard interfaccs to Shuttle payload mounting, power,
command, and telemetry. Together the SLA Instrument and the Hitchhiker Carrier constitutc a
low-cost experiment payload capable of topography and lidar measurcments from Earth orbit.
On orbit operations of SLA are illustratcd in Fig. I where a serics of sensor footprints stretch in a
measurement profile along the nadir track of the Shuttle. Full interpretation of the SLA distance
measurement data sst in tcrms of Earth surface topography also requires metcr-lcvcl knowledgc
of the Shuttle trajectory and better than 0.lo knowledge of Shuttle pointing angle. These
ancillary data scts will be acquired with an on-board Global Positioning System receiver, S-band
and K-band range and range-rate tracking of the Shuttle, and use of Shuttls gyroscopes and star
trackers.
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The laser pulse reflectcd from the Earth surface is spread in time from its initial value to sevcral
tens-of-nsec as a result of non-normal incidence angles, rough surfaces, vegetation, and surface
slopes inside the laser footprint. In cloudy conditions the laser pulse is scattcred, attenuated, and
fuither broadened in time. The SLA detection and analysis electronics for these weak and
broadened pulses consist of: (l) time interval mcasurements (i.e. range data) and (2) waveform
digitization rneasuremsnts that record thc tcmporal shape of thc laser ccho. It is waveform
digitization that enables a lidar measurement relcvant to both thc surface and the atmosphere. In
the case of surface lidar, for example, trec height can bs dstcrmined by measuring the
characteristic doublc-pulse signafure that results from a separation in tirne of laser backscattcr
from tree canopies and the undcrlying ground. Thc SLA data systcm makcs the pulse timc
interval measurement to a precision of about 5 nsec, while the pulse waveform digitizer samples
the detector output with an adjustablc rcsolution of 2 nsec or widcr intervals in a 100 sample
window centered on the return pulse echo. Used at this full rcsolution, the digitizer configures
SLA int,o a high resolution surface lidar sensor. Used at lower resolution (20-to-100 nsec
samples) SLA can function as a cloud lidar sensor.

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

The SLA Instrument design requires the use of two adjacent, Hitchhiker instrument canisters that
are connected by a 4l-conductor cable for data transmission between the canisters as illustratcd
in Fig. 2. The two assemblies are the LaserAltirneter Canister (LAC) and the Altimeter Support
Canister (ASC), each of which is scparately connectcd to the Hitchhikcr avionics through signal
and power ports. The transmitter and receiver sub-assemblies of the laser altirneter instrument
are located in the LAC canister which is equipped with a Hitchhiker motorized door assembly
and a I inch (25.4 mm) thick optical window for operation ol'the laser altimcter instrument in a
pressurized environmcnt at the full, clear aperture size of 15.375 inch (390 mm) diam. Both
canisters are pressurizedat one atmosphere of dry nitrogcn. The instrument content of each SLA
Hitchhiker canister has a mass of about 100 lbs. (a5 kg) and each canister consumes about 30 W
of prime +28 vdc power.
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The SLA works by transmission of short (- l0 nsec duration) laser pulses at a 1064 nm ncar-
infrared wavelength from the Shuttle and reception of weak backscattered laser radiation from
the Earth. A functional block diagram of the SLA payload appears in Fig. 3. The laser source
is a diode-pumped Nd:YAG that pulses at a fixcd, continuous rate of l0 pps throughout thc
SLA operational periods. A silicon PIN diodc receives - lYo of the outgting laser pulsc and
provides a "START" signal for thc pulse tirning and data acquisition. The outgoing laser pulsc
is tumed 90o at the output after emerging from the lascr source and passes through a Rislcy
prism pair that is adjusted to align the laser beam to thc fixed pointing receiver telescopc. The
SLA telescope is a gold-plated aluminum, parabolic mirror with a 0.38 m diam. aperture.
Some twelve ordcrs-of-magnitudc scparate thc reccivcd signal (-femtojoule) from the initial
laser pulse energy (- a0 millijoule). A sensitive silicon avalanche phoiodiode (ApD) with
40% quantum efftciency at 1064 nm is uscd to detect this weak laser pulse at the telescope
mirror prime focus and produce an electronic "STOP" signal. A22 nmwide optical bandpass
filter and focusing lenses in the mirror focal plane assist the detector by reducing broadband
optical noise due to daytime solar illumination and reducing the size of the image spot to fit it
on the 0.8 mmAPD.
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Shuttle Laser Altimeter Functional Block Diagram
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The time-interval-unit, digitizer, and computer data system are thc principal data acquisition

electronics in the ASC. Thc time-interval-unit dcsign is based on a 4-channcl matched-filtcr and

discriminator bank that preccdcs a 100 MHz countcr. Matched filtcrs, originally dcvelopcd fcrr

the Mars laser altimetcr instrument, are optimizcd for best signal-to-noise ratio in detection of 20

nsec, 60 nsec, 180 nsec, and 540 nsec wide pulscs; a range of values that encompasses the

expected pulse sprcading from the surfacc and atmospherc. Thc SLA data acquisition algorithm

can accommodate a variablc noisc level by an automatic thrcshold tracking loop. In this loop thc

continuous monitoring of APD detector noise lcvcl in a noise pulse counter is used to adjust a

voltage threshold up or down to "track" the once-per-scc noise count. This loop provides a

stable false-alann-pulse-rate and maximizes the probability-of-dctcction of the weak lascr pulscs

that are returned from the surface; hcnce maxirnizing the Earth surface data. Perlorrnance testing

of this loop in space is a kcy cngineering objective of the STS-72 Mission opportunity for SLA.

The payload computcr, a 386/SX is a single board dsvice with a single 512 Kbytc EPROM and2

Kbyte of RAM. The computcr bus, a ribbon cablc, extends to three expander cards necessary for

pulse waveform digitization, parallel I/O operations with the altimetry electronics, and the scrial

I/O communication conncctions to the Hitchhiker electronics for commands and data. A key

innovation of thc SLA Instrument dcsign is power cycling of thc wavcform digitizcr that reduces

it power dissipation to only 2 W.

An initial on-orbit cool-down period of 24 hours. prior to SLA activation is planned to achieve

optimum operation of the LAC at 0 C. During this period thennostat-controlled replacement

heaters (60 W per canistcr) will activate if the LAC falls bclow -5 C or the ASC falls below +5

C. Ashonauts then activate laser power with two switches and the Laser Altirneter Canister door

is opened by ground control. With an open door and acceptable operating ternperatures in both

the LAC and the ASC, thc power-on comrnand will be given to the ASC in order to initiate SLA

operation for a verification of telemetry and commanding capability. There are several SLA

commands and 38 data acquisition parameters that modify the pre-programrned flight software

operational modes and default parameter values. Whcn first activated, the on-board SLA

computer boots from the EPROM and enters the flight software in a "SAFE" (i.e. standby) modc

in which telemetry packets are generated, but no laser pulses are generated. Activation of the

LAC canister is permitted only when the Orbiter is in the Bay-to-Earth orientation and no extra

vehicular activity or spacecraft release/rctrieval operations are underway. Upon receipt of the

"FIRE" command, the laser transmitter begins operation and pulse data are processed, formatted,

recorded, and sent by telemetry channels to the ground. All laser altimeter data are stored on the

twin 260 Mbyte hard disk drivcs in the ASC. Thcse arc commercial units used in laptop

computers. The complete data sct is continuously sent via the Hitchhiker medium-rate data

channel at 19.2 Kbaud and a partial record is sent via the low-rate channel at 1.2 Kbaud when

those links are available. The LAC operates continuously until the "SAFE" (i.e. laser off)

command is issued. The SLA payload operations will typically continue for l0 to l5 hours

during crew rest and sleep periods for a total of about 100 hours per mission. After laser

transmitter operation is securcd and SLA payload powcr is removed, the LAC door is closcd to

complete payload operations.

FUTURE MISSIONS

Four Shuttle flights of the SLA are planned at a rate of about a flight every 18 months. They are

aimed at the transition of the Goddard Space Flight Center airborne laser altirneter and lidar

technology to low Earth orbit as a pathfinder for operational space-based laser remote sensing

devices. Future laser altirneter scnsors such as the Geoscience Laser Altimetcr Systcm (GLAS),
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an Earth Observing Systcm facility instrument, and the Multi-Beam LaserAltimeter (MBLA),
thc land and vcgetation laser altimeter for the NASA TOPSAT (Topography Satcllitc) Mission,
will utilize systems and approaches being testcd with SLA. The direction of futgre SLA
missions and the instrumcnt complement to be flown in thcrn will of course depend to a great
extent on the lessons lcarned from SLA-O1. Planncd improvcments to the lascr transmitter sub-
assembly are now undcrway. Thcse include improvements in laser pulse ratc, bcam quality,
pulsewidth, and laser pulse energy. The eventual goal is a dcvice capable of at lcast 100 mjoulc
per pulse energy at 1064 nm, an increase in laser rcpetition-ratc to approximatcly 50 pps in a
single mode (Gaussian) far-freld pattern, and thc addition of photon counting dctection. This
more than one-ordcr-of-magnifudc increasc in scnsor pcrformancc is driven by the desire to
produce contiguous, multi-beam measurements of Earth surface topography with a 30 m diam.
sensor footprint. This will permit laser altimehy data to work in synergism with space-based
radar and photographic topography sensors. Improvements are also needed in both GPS and
pointing attitude data sets to achieve an operational "scientihc" level-of-performance in geo-
referenced surface elevation data sets. The Shuttle Lascr Altimeter is currently manifested on
STS-85 permitting us to bcgin thcse upgrades.
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SLA-01 Payload View
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